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Soft Switching Control for Observatory Window 
Shutters Movement over LAN-wifi and a GUI 

Shaibal Saha, Sreejita Saha 
 

Abstract— This article illustrates design & implementation of WiFi control of pre-assigned sequential shutters movements of an 
astronomical observatory dome for opening and closing of the viewing window. It is done around a wifi device, controlled over LAN-WiFi, 
through a suitable standalone Matlab graphic user interface in low current digital CMOS remote soft switching. 

Index Terms— Observatory, Dome, LAN-Wifi, GUI, Matlab, Karnough Map, CMOS Logic, ESP8266.   

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
n astronomical dome meant for watching visible celestial 
objects spreaded over night-sky through an optical tele-
scope. This requires essentially a viewing window cov-

ered with one or more shutters and those are suitably collaps-
ible. This viewing window primarily facilitates light rays from 
the celestial object of interest to come in and intercepted by the 
telescope installed inside the dome. And the rectangular slit 
shaped, semicircular-curved aperture of the viewing window 
of the dome made to cut off as much as unwanted stray light 
to enter inside the dome in particular. Besides these the dome 
as a whole protects scientific instruments and the observers 
housed inside it. The above requirements are very much in-
dicative to have a collapsible shutter to any astronomical 
dome window. Dome itself also needs a rotational movement 
in horizontal circular plane about vertical axis passing through 
its centre. This rotational motion of the dome enables observer 
to scan the sky through the viewing window. 
   

Upon opening two shutters of the viewing window, a rec-
tangular slit shaped aperture along with horizontal rotation of 
the dome enables the observer to scan through optical tele-
scope a circular disc like zone over the night-sky. The above 
field of view has certain angular limit down towards horizon 
as shown in Figure 1a. 

 
Thus different movements of the dome described above 

need number of electric motors to be fixed elsewhere on the 
rotating parts of the dome itself. Now, any wired electric pow-
er feed line from any external power source to either motors or 
installed control electronic circuits will cause hindrance to 
freedom of all above movements of the dome. So, a captive 
battery power bank is necessary to meet need of electric power 
along with provision of recharging the same through solar 
photovoltaic cells. And some sort of wireless 
communicationfacility is essentially needed to pass commands 

for movements from static observer to control electronic cir-
cuits attached to the dome for any modern astronomical ob-
servatory dome. 

 
In view of the above, a 12v captive rechargible battery 

power bank along with solar photovoltaic charging unit and 
radio wireless communication for command control is best 
suited to ensure freedom of necessary of movements of the 
dome. 

 
“SiriusMaxDome II”, as shown in Figure 1b, is one such 

standard hemispheric observatory dome [1]. It is facilitated 
with clockwise and anticlockwise horizontal rotational move-
ments of the dome by means of a 12v dc powered geared mo-
tor fitted with it. This electric motor, used for actuating bi di-
rectional rotation of the dome, needs suitable commutation in 
feeding 12v dc power to maneuver the direction of rotation of 
the dome by changing the polarity of power feed line. Moreo-
ver, the command control for necessary movements of the 
dome must be kept in the hands of user and it should go radio 
wireless as explained earlier. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure: 1a Schamatic of Sirus dome shutters 
 

Here, the dome has a rectangular shaped viewing window 
atop the dome covered with two collapsible shutters namely 
shutter1 and shutter2 as shown in Figure 1b. Upon actuation 
by electrictric motors attached to respective shutters, shutter1 
slides over outside the dome thus opens half of “near 90 de-
gree” rectangular aperture of the viewing window. Shutter2 
starts flipping upon completion of opening of the first sliding 
shutter1. Shutter2 fitted over hinges at the horizontal-circular 
edge of the dome. Thus, it can move vertically outward to 
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open the remaining “near 90 degree” half of the viewing win-
dow. Above two shutters movement completes opening of the 
viewing window of the dome. 

 

Figure: 1b SiriusMaxDome II 
 
At the time of closure of the viewing window, shutter2 flips 

first and then shutter1 starts sliding in the reverse direction to 
complete closing of the viewing window of the dome. So, se-
quence of shutters movement is first-open last-close. Now, an 
electronic control has to be augumented to achieve above pre-
assigned sequence of movements of shutter1 and shutter2. A 
self guided digital electronic logic circuit as shown in Figure 2 
and Figure 3, has been designed and implemented to perform 
the logical sequence of shutters operation both in opening and 
closing of the viewing window. A digital low to high 
controlpulse signals the control logic circuit to start opening 
the viewing window. The control logic circuit receives the 
command signal and starts opening of the window by actuat-
ing shutter1 & shutter2 in a pre assigned sequence. Similarly, a 
digital high to low control pulse signals the control logic cir-
cuit to start closing the viewing window. The control logic 
circuit itself maintains the intended sequence of shutter 
movements in both opening and closing operations. After 
passing the open/shut control signal to the control logic cir-
cuit, the electronic logic circuit completes the course of action 
step by step of its own untill viewing window is fully opened 
or closed. Four feedback control lines derived from two pair of 
shutter movement limit switches make senses of shutter posi-
tions while on move and cause feedbacking the informations 
to the control logic circuit to complete the sequence of opera-
tion. 

 
Now, a cutting age LAN wifi solution has also been incor-

porated to pass on necessary open/ shut commands to the 
control logic circuit to initiate shutter movements. A friendly 
graphic user interface (GUI) over computer monitor has also 
been made available to interact by the user in passing above 
open/ shut control signal to hardware control logic circuit in 
Figure 10. This GUI design issues come under the perview of 
human computer interaction (HCI) [7]. 

 
Not only that a hardwared control switch has been 

privided to the users’ easy access and suitably placed at the 
dome end to handle any emergent situation arising upon sud-
den rain or stormy weather. The logic of the emergency con-
trol is designed in such a way that either in case of LAN wifi 
communication failure due to computer snag or power failure 
to server, application of it will overpower the control circuit to 
start moving both the shutters in closing direction immediate-
ly and finally close down the dome viewing window. 

2 PROCEDURE 
2.1 TheDesign Approach 
Movement of each shutter is made restricted by positioning 
pair of mechanical-contact limit switches at the extreme ends 
of fully opened and fully closed of both the shutters. All these 
four switches are in the state of normally closed (NC) to serve 
the purpose. While on move, each shutter pushes to break the 
contact of respective limit switch upon reaching either open-
ing or closing limit of the move. 

 
Two electro-mechanical DPDT (Double-Pole, Double-

Throw) relays are deployed for logical commutation of 12v 
power feed lines to the motors according to Figure 5. Those 
two motors actuate respective shutters movements for open-
ing and closing of viewing window of the dome. And motor 
power feed line commutation simply enables maneuvering the 
direction of movement of the shutters. Electronic logic control 
circuit receives four feedback signals of shutters limiting posi-
tions by sensing the logical voltage levels derived at the above 
mentioned four mechanical-contact shutter limit switches. 
These forms four logic control lines C, D, E & F. One logic con-
trol line“A” is obtained to pass on a digital low to high trigger 
for openining and high to low trigger for closing of the dome 
window. Pre-assigned sequential movement of shutter1 and 
shutter2 either of opening or closing movement is entirely 
guided by the digital control logic itself according to Boolean 
equations (i) & (ii). All of a sudden in occurance of an emer-
gent situation such as local network failure due to various 
technical reasons including main power failure, another logic 
control line “B” also derived to constitute an emergency but-
ton placed locally at the dome end to enable users overriding 
any states of shutter position to initiate immediate closure of 
the viewing window. 

 
     Here heart of the LAN-wifi control is designed around 

one NodeMCU ESP8266 LuaAmica 12E development board 
[9]. Out of number of GPIOs (General Purpose Input Output) 
of ESP8266, logical state of D1 is programmed to control over 
LAN wifi command. To serve the purpose, ESP8266 is config-
ured and programmed as local wifi server. The above LVTTL 
(Low voltage TTL logic) D1 output level is compatible to drive 
input of CD4000 series CMOS gates operated at 5v as shown 
in Table 1. But, every time ESP8266 is switched to power on, 
nearest AP (access point) of wifi router assigns arbritary IP 
address to registered wifi devises within range of the network 
switch. But, it needs a fixed IP to address ESP8266, the local 
wifi server to pass command to any client. To solve this prob-
lem, a suitable fixed IP is assigned to ESP8266 wifi server and 
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bind it at the network switch end. Finally, the GPIO output at 
D1 of ESP8266 is made available to form logic control line “A”. 

Above four feedback control lines namely C, D, E, F anlong 
with another two designated by A and B suitably converted to 
CMOS logic levels operated at 5v and compatible with 
CD4000 series gate input. 

 
    Now, two separate truth tables each for 6-input to 1-output 
can easily be formed such that outputs of those two truth ta-
bles make sense of driving two DPDT relays in pre-assigned 
sequence. Thus, corresponding shutter moves on accordingly 
either to open or close the viewing window of the observatory 
dome. 

 
Here one issue is very important to consider judiciously the 

NO/NC (Normally Open/ Normally Close) and EO/EC (En-
ergized Open /Energized Close) contacts of those two DPDT 
relays in feeding  power with proper polarity so that upon 
opening of the viewing window both the relays must be kept 
in energized condition. Power feed lines are only disconnected 
by those two mechanical limit switches sensing the fully 
opened condition of both the shutters. Closing movement of 
both the shutters are done by actuating corresponding electric 
dc motors meeting power in reverse polarity passing through 
NC contacts of those relays. If the above conditions are not 
met, no power will be available from the NC contacts of any 
relays to move the shutters for viewing window to close. 

 
    Thus, while CMOS digital control circuits making sense 

of generating control lines for energizing two relays in pre-
assigned sequence according to command inputs from the 
user. Iin consideration with shutter positions, two DPDT re-
lays doing commutation of power feed lines to the dc electric 
motors through proper contacts and also in proper polarity. 

 
But, actuation on emergency control button puts two relay 

control lines in such digital states those empower motors at-
tached to respective shutters to roll back them in sequential 
moves towards closure of the dome viewing window irrespec-
tive of state of users command for open/shut or states of con-
trol lines C, D, E & F. 

 

2.2 The Truth Table 
To form the truth tables for two relay control outputs viz. Xout 
& Yout. There are six input variables comprising of four feed-
back control lines C, D, E, F and the derived control line A for 
the dome window OPEN/SHUT operation a, another control 
line B for emergency closure of the dome window. Below two 
Boolean equations (1) and (2) derived for Xout and Yout. In both 
the truth table, sum of products are considered for valid 1’s 
and don’t care (X) states are ignored [4]. 

2.3 Boolean Equations 

 

                     

2.4 Karnough Map Reduction 
Now, two out of six CMOS logic lines A & B forms emergency 
control and window open /close control line respectively. 
Remaining C, D, E & F lines are feedback control lines. So, it 
stands six variables Karnough Map to deal with [5], [6]. And C 
is eliminated with due consideration of judicious don’t care 
(X) states else 1 and 0 represents logical High and Low states 
respectively in binary logic. 

 
Table.1 

The above Karnough reduces Boolean equation (1) to: 
 
                                                                    (3) 
 

and, represented by logic gate diagram shown in Figure 2 be-
low. 

 
 
 
 

Figure: 2 Logic gate circuit 
 
Similarly, 

Table.2 

The above Karnough Map reduces Boolean equation (2) to: 
 

                                                                         (4) 
 

and, represented by logic gate diagram shown in Figure 3 be-
low.  

 
 
 
 
 

FEABCDEFDACCFEDABC
FEDABCFEDCABEFDCBAFEDCBAX out

++

++++=

EFDABCFEDABCFEDABCYout ++=

DABYout =

BFEX out +=
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Figure: 3 Logic gate circuit 

 

2.5 Mode of Operation 
In the following time diagram for control logic circuit, as 
shown in Figure 4, (t3-t2) & (t15-t14) indicating opening  & 
closing time of shutter1. (t4-t3)  & (t14-t13) indicating opening & 
closing time of shutter2. And, middle white band  indicating 
overnight viewing window open time for sky watching time 
including emergrncy states (t9-t6). The measured value of 
opening and closing time of shutter1 found to be ~23.7s & 
~30s and that of shutter2 are ~36.3s & ~38.0s respectively. 
Moreover, shutter2 is very much prone to suffer dependency 
on air resistance while moving in particular. But, (t9-t6) implies 
sky watching time. It is much longer time compared to rief 
time taken by both the shutters in opening and closing 
altogather. 

 
Initially, both the shutters are closed. 12v battery power is 

switched off. Upon switching on the 12v battery power, con-
trol lines C, E, A, B are set at low and both the outputs X1out, 
X2out are going to logic state low. And, D, F and B are are at 
logic state high. 

 
Now, initial opening of GUI application in Figure 7 main-

tains the control logic line “A” still in low logic state but open 
switch is activated to act on and shut switch is inactive. An 
initiation to open switch makes the control A high thus throws 
the X1out a state of logic high. A full opened shutte1 automati-
cally initiates control line D high to low state and control line 
E from low to high state. This condition also puts the X2out also 
in high state. In this state both the 12v power commutation 
relays put on energized state and drain the battery energy con-
tinuously as long as the viewing window of the observatory 
remains open.This state initiates the shut soft control button at 
GUI in active mode leaving the open control button in inactive 
mode. The shut control button is now ready to accept close 
command upon mouse click to close the viewing window of 
the observatory. In this case, the shutter2 moves first and initi-
ates the shutter1 closing movement upon its full closing. Thus,  

 

Figure: 4 Time diagram of control circuit 
 

when the both shutters finally closed the viewing window, 
both the relays come out of energized condition. 

In the time diagram shown in Figure 4, a low to high switch 
over in logic control lines C, E while shutters are opening and 
high to low swich over in logic control lines D, F while shut-
ters are closing indicated in bold vertical lines implies elec-
tromechanical contact phenomena associated with bouncing 
effect at two par normally closed limit switches. 

 

2.6 Contact Switch Debouncing 
Contact bouncing in electro-mechanical switch causes false 
triggering in any digital circuit. Ringing at contacts takes 
about 200ms to settle down. During this 200ms settling time 
numerous number electrical make-break produces unwanted 
false triggering pulses to the inputs of digital circuits. Thus, 
logical operations of the control circuit fails. In this control 
circuit, four feedback control lines are generated from two 
pairs of shutter limiting switches. Out of those four only three 
D, E and F lines are in use and C is eliminated by Karnough 
simplificalton. Emergency-control-switch produces another 
control B to digital input. These four digital input lines must 
have some debouncing circuit to eliminate possible false 
trigerring. At first zenner positive clopper circuit were made 
available to change the voltage lavel of feedback signals from 
12v to 3.5v levels. Then, one CMOS Schimmit-Trigger Inverter 
CD40106B is employed to negotiate with bouncing to the in-
put of digital control circuit input [3]. 

 

2.7 Motor Drives and Commutation 
The shutter1 and shutter2 movement actuators are two 12v dc 
geared motors. DC motors motors are free to rotate 
bidirectionaly upon application of voltage polarity in reverse. 
Here, two separate 12v dc operated double pole double throw 
(DPDT) relays (Omron G2R-2, 12v/5A) are employed for mo-
tor feed power line commutation suitably. The 12v dc power is 
feed to the respective motors for shutter1 and shutter2 from 
the pole contacts of the relays. Normally open (NO) contacts 
of those relays are connected to such polarity of 12v dc voltage 
source those actuat the motors in a direction of shutters move 
towards opening of the viewing window. And, normally close 
(NC) contacts to the reverse polarity so that window shutters 
moves towards closure of the viewing window on de-
energized states of the relay coils as shown in Figure 5. This 
enables the user to switch off the system power without fur-
ther changing the closed states of the shutters.  
     And both the forward and reverse direction power to the  

(1) 

(2) 
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Figure: 5 Relay commutations of motors 
 

motors are passed through two pair limiting switches such 
that power to respective driving motors are get cut off by the 
corresponding shutters upon reaching the fully opened or 
closed condition. Relays are driven through two suitable Dar-
lington pair transistor drives. 

 

2.8 Emergency Button 
In Figure 4 the time diagram shows an emergency con-
trol/close. A single-pole-double-throw (SPDT) toggle switch is 
made available at the dome end with this control to facilitate 
the users to close the dome shutter window at any emergent 
situation. It is put on highest priority so that at any state of 
shutter openening or opened condition and even in case of 
wifi failure to pass close command to the control circuit, it 
overpower and starts sequential closing the window shutters . 

3 NEED OF WIFI 
The previous version of this astronomical dome control was a 
manual and straight forward in nature [8]. The circuitry at-
tached to the rotating dome was not stationery at all. So, man-
ual control switch also go on rotating with dome. This was one 
drawback of the manual control. So, necessity of remote con-
trol came into picture [2]. Now-a-days in “Go digital” mood, a 
wired LAN control has its won limitation in this situation. So, 
to overcome the mobility limitation for rotating dome, a wifi 
control of the shutter control is made available as cutting age 
solution. Not only is that it always overpowered than infra-
red-remote control which is a line of sight solution. 
Now a wifi communication device is needed to send necessary 
commands to the control system as and when required. Send-
ing command over wifi can easily be done if IP address of the 
server is made available.  

 

3.1 Wifi Solution 
NodeMCU is an 
open source In-
ternet of things 
(IoT) platform. It 
includes firm-
ware which runs 
on ESP8266 Wi-Fi 
system on chip 
(SoC), and hard-
ware which is based 
on the ESP8266-12E 
[9] module. The board to be used for development is suppoted 
with a micro USB to serial converter CP2102 for firmware to 
flash with Arduino integrated development environment 
(IDE). Here it has been configuired to act as one wifi server. It 
obtains IP address over DHCP in the available wifi-LAN envi-
ronment. To run it on wifi with a fixed IP, the media access 
control (MAC) id of ESP8366 is bind at the network switch 
end. ESP8288 wifi runs on 802.11/b/g/n protocol at 2.4 GHz 
and supports WPA/WPA2 encryption standard. One of its 

GPIO pin as shown in Fugure 6 is programmed to make avail-
able to control Open/Close of the dome window. 

4.1 User Intraction 
Finally, an interface has to be introduced for human interac-
tion with the control system. A command line interaction from 
any desktop computer connected to LAN, any laptop connect-
ed to wifi or any smart mobile phone is possible to meet the 
need. But, a graphic interface demonstrated the best possible 
way over command line interaction. So, a “Graphic User Inter-
face” (GUI) is made available at its best form for human inter-
action as shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure: 7 GUI for dome window control 

 
A friendly GUI has been presentedhere as frontend to 

achieve universal acceptance, overcoming the technical and 
geographical language barrier. Most suitable metaphors are 
used to design the GUI in addition to English the global lan-
guage of scientific communication as it stands granted. Possi-
bilities to human err have been taken care by the golden rules 
of GUI design [7]. 

 

4.2 GUI Design Platform 
Graphic user interface (GUI) is just a layer that presents the 
user interface to communicate with the electronic control of 
the shutter movement of the dome. It is more or less trivial 
writing in HTML code. But, here the GUI is designed purpose-
ly in Matlab R2013a windows platform. Matlab offers a pow-
erful platform for mathematical calculations that might be a 
good help in processing of data. Moreover, the Matlab based 
GUI is made standalone through an executable file so that it 
can be usefull without Matlab software support at user end. 

5.1 Use of CMOS Logic 
The dome is designed by the manufacturer to run on built in 
captive solar rechargeable 12v battery power pack. Voltage 
ratings of all movement actuating motors are 12v dc. The du-
ration of operation of the observatory dome is over night. It 
implies dome will be kept open for maximum long eight 
hours. So, foremost point of concern is low standby power 
consumption during dome opened hours during watching 
night sky because, solar charger unit remains inactive during 

Figure: 6 Node MCU ESP8266 
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this period. The above criterian strongly indicates use of com-
plementary metal-oxide field effect semiconductor (CMOS) 
logic gate devices. For CMOS series logic gates and CD4000 
series in particular, use of 12v power from battery is quiet 
straight forward option. But, the ambience inside the dome is 
not cool enough especially during day time to manage opera-
tional temperature due to excessive heat dissipation of 
CD4000 serieddigital logic ICs if opetated at 12v. Operation of 
CD4000 series digital logic ICs at 5v manages heat dissipation 
as wel compatible to LVTTL direct drive from Node MCU 
ESP8266 GPIO pin shown in Figure 6. And need not require 
any LVTTL to 12v CMOS logic conversion. Low current 
switching in CMOS devices is less prone to suffer signal to 
noise ratio (S/N) or cross talk issue in this low speed digital 
circuit. 

Table1. 
Logic level states 

 
Logic Input Output 

5v CMOS 5≥ H ≥3.5 1.5≥ L ≥0 5≥ H ≥4.95 0.05≥ L ≥0 
 

3.3v LVTTL 3.3≥ H ≥2 0.8≥ L ≥0 3.3≥ H ≥2.4 0.4≥ L ≥0 
H=high logic, L=low logic 

 
6.1 Captive Power Stroge Consideration 
Change in battery load current as shown in Figure 8, for digi-
tal gate circuit drawing ~130mA steady state upon power on 
indicated by phase1. Thereby a trigger “OPEN” starts opening 
the shutter1 through shutter2 and halts at a steady state drain 
current of ~202mA during the viewing window is open. 
 
     Upon triggering “OPEN” the whole automated opening 
phases (Phase2 & phase3) takes maximum ~60 seconds. Simi-
larly, upon triggering “SHUT”, the whole automated closing 
phases (Phase5 & phase6) take atmost another ~60 seconds.  
 

 
Figure: 8 Shutter movement phases’ vs current 

 
The above two phases take control logic gates current, relay 
coil current and two shutters driving motor currents one after 
another a minimum 1.8A to maximum 3.5A varying current. 
Though the above four phases are the maximum current 
drawing phases, duration is limited to maximum 120 seconds 

altogether. But, the opened window phase, indicated by 
phase4, is the longest duration phase and may take whole 
night, i.e. the sky watching hour. So, in this phase battery 
drain current is a matter of concern and fortunately in this 
phase the steady state current goes down to ~202mA. There-
fore, 120 seconds dynamic, high current phases (opening and 
closing) consume maximum 0.133Ah battery energy and sky 
watching period will consume @0.202Ah/hour battery energy. 

 
There is a 26Ah, 12v solar recharge captive battery backup 

installed to the control system. This implies a fully charged 
battery can provide power to the ideal system for 128 hours 
nonstop until fully exhausted. Fortunately, considering all 
seasonal variations, annual average sunlight time and daylight 
time in Kolkata (22°34′10.92″N, 88°22′10.92″E) are 07:08 hrs. and 
12:00 hrs respectively.Thus sunlight will reappear beyond 
maximum hours of night duration to recharge the battery 
through solar power charging unit. So, the system is well de-
signed for overnight uninterrupted skywatching and no short-
fall of power due to over night charging vacation period. Bat-
tery will regain its charge during day time when no sky 
watching activity as well no window opening operation comes 
into picture by virtue. 

 

6.2 User Operating Manual 
Essentially, any instrument needs a users’ operating manual 
and customary to have it along with the instrument.Being the 
users’ operating manual, it is straight forward guide to operate 
the instrument from the user’s point of view. The design of the 
GUI plays an important role in guiding the users to operate the 
instrument and it is always self explanatory. Judicious selection 
of metaphors used in the GUI are very much users dependant. 
Here, the targeted users are of the highest qualifield in scientific 
research field. So, metaphors used in the GUI are significant and 
sufficient enough to self guide the users to operate/control the 
instrument. 
 

Therefore, a very concise user operating manual, in the form 
of printed booklet, is made available with this instrument. The 
booklet is mainly populated with step by step computer screen 
shoots of the GUI operation. Only power on/ off along with 
emergency closing switch control are mentiond in the users 
operating manual. Any precautions to be taken are mentioned 
elsewhere in the manual. 

 

6.3 Conclusion 
This article is next generation automation of previously man-
ual control one [8]. This digital logic gate controlled electronic 
circuit, as shown in Figure 9, to control the sequential move-
ments of two shutters of MaxDome II observatory has been 
implemented at Meghnad Saha Observatory in Figure 1b, at 
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics (SINP), Kolkata 
(22°34′10.92″N and 88°22′10.92″E). We found all the logic con-
trol lines working faithfully over time. Both the motors and 
the logic circuit drawing current as calculated. So the 12V 
main solar recharged captive battery power with 26Ah energy 
storage suitably supportive to the system. 
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Figure: 9 Command control circuit 
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